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CRITICAL READING: SECONDARY LEVEL

International Reading Association Presented by Melvin Howards, P'n.D.,

Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts. Kansas City: May 1, 1969

You have already "read" me critically. My blazer, a bold maroon with

white buttons, long sideburns, relatively long hair, general appearande, have

all been used by you as non-verbal clues to make some judgements about me

and what I might say. This type of non-verbal critical person-reading is one

of many components of what I consider critical reading. Typically, critical

reading skills are taught (as is almost everything else) in a sequential and

linear fashion Mlich I believe is not only irrelevant but superficial. Not

only is the non-verbal dimension ignored in most critical reading programs,

elementary or secondary level, but there is a tendency to either ignore

true critical reading or to offer it in the form of prescribed skills, at

prescribed times, and generally it is taught as are most other reading skills,

in isolation and out of context.

We can all list many of the critical reading skills, and almost everyone

here can teach some of them to classes of students , so it is not my intent

to review for you the names and groupings of skills classified as critical

reading. Too much time has been spent, much of it wasted, in carefully

listing and grouping skills, rather than establishing the conditions which

will make the learning and application of these skills a relevant and live

activity and experience for the readers. Before I veer off into my own

conception of critical reading, let me make obeisance to the established

order and mention some of those skills I consider most important in
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developing critical readers: detecting propaganda is the most o',Jvious area

for skill development because the techniques used in propaganda of all

types, at all levels, do indeed require interpretational skill beyond mere

literal recall or literal transliterations of another person's statements;

another part of the critical reading skills gestalt involves drawing inferences

and making generalizations (which are in fact an integral part of all

interpretation and critical reading, including propaganda); interpreting

symbols and imagery in literature is another aspect of critical reading;

discriminating between fact and opinion is actually a sub-division of what

happens when a reader is critically handling propaganda, especially card

stacking. This is not all of the skills one could list, but represents a

good summary of the specific skills, and more importantly, represents

the kind of thinking and reasoning and sensitive perception which is the

core in any critical reading. So much then for a mention of the skills;

let us now make our real visit to the realm of critical reading.

Several things are true about critical reading, and I'll mention them

first and fry to explain them as I view them, and as I have taught them

to a wide variety of populations, youth and adult, black, brown, red

and white around the country.

The first thing that is true, is that critical reading is not simply a

set of skills, like those I briefly mentioned earlier, but rather critical

reading is an organic whole of values, beliefs, information, feelings,

conditions--in short, critical reading, at any level, requires the total

participation of a whole person in a total environment. Learning the
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propaganda techniques (one or all of them) is not all there is to critical

reading, obviously. Or indeed, would I call it critical reading if a student

knew and could apply in specific situations all of the skills I've listed.

The whole, is indeed, greater than the sum of its parts in the area of

critical reading.

The way a classroom is physically set up; the smell of the room,

lighting, the psychic dimension and interrelationships between the students,

and between the students and teacher. A classroom which stimulates critical

reading and all interpretive reading goes far beyond selected materials; far

beyond specific lessons. A classroom which stimulates critical reading

is alive with questions, with energy anal- vitality, with feeling, as well
,---------

as with information. Very little- critical reading is taught anywhere I've

ever been because these conditions do not exist; classrooms are ordered by

prescription from someone else; the subject matter is controlled and carefully

doled out, on schedule. The key to most classrooms I have observed is

control, order- -the need on the part of the teacher to "cover" material

or skills. It is interesting to note that the word "cover" means to bury,

to conceal, which is what happens most often, at all levels. Critical

reading cannot be fertilized in such an arid climate.

Critical reading is the way we use students and teachers in their

environment, the way we use words as windows through which they begin

to see into life and experience. Critical reading is almost always and

entirely a verbal matter, as is most of our education, and this is one of its
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weaknesses. For critical reading is a total immersion in both printed matter

being read by a person, a living, breathing, feeling person, in his environ-

ment--in and out of his skin. This is the way words become windows

through which the critical reader begins to see into the author and his

world, beyond his words, and this is the way the reader begins to see

into himself and his realm of life experience.

Too often critical reading is presented as a series of skills, which

are often only polished comprehension skills to get at basic information

and a superficial glimpse at the meaning which I believe always exists,

not in the words in print, but in the spaces between the words and in

those unique spaces between a reader as a whole person and the writer

as a whole person in a world in which many things occur simultaneously,

not in a sequential or linear fashion.

Another "truth" about critical reading is that it is a way of looking

at the world and its many interwoven relationships of persons, places, things

and feeling, is that critical reading must be taught very early--the first

grade. The critical reading facility, since it is much more than mere skills

applied to particular matter, must be supported by foundations laid in every

year from the first grade onward. Of course the quality of the interpretation

will improve during the years, but what has to happen in the early grades

if we are to get really perceptive critical readers in h.*.yh school, is the

development through involvement of youngsters in experiences which will

call ortthem to use all of their human skills and sensitivity, and not Just

exercise intellectual muscles the way many phonics or other reading skills
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programs do. The essence of critical reading is seeing relationships,

sensing moods, tone, and being able to bring to bear on all reading

situations, verbal and nonverbal, a total awareness for what in netnirrring

in the total field. Kids do not become this kind of sensitive aszatresult

of distinct skills, instruction and practice, any more than we make

poets in workbooks or in out lesson plans, Kids do become this kind

of sensitive and thertfOre able to dO same, real critical reeding, whither

in newspapers, novels, poems or advertising .'it from first grade onward

an educational environment is developed with:those kids whit is filled

with questions, with unsolved problems, with sensitivity to smell,

taste, tou0b, sight, heesing!--t6-experitktce and the kinds of

ships

relation-

ships which make 00erince for all of us . The skills we teach 011ike

best, be highway signs painting, as does all language, in the divactiOn

of the real and the live. The signs se not the destination, any mOra than.

learning phonics nubs, or vocabUlway roots is the OM of clittoil reafaincli

Critical reeding then litnot *alt.* of shills offered in some pre-

determined order, iier is it just done atj*ior or senior high level. My

experienoe in universitieti is that most of the students who do incised

trouble staying in sChool, irrespective atm* pltjor field, lackliritisate

matlisr learned toc well from us, starting in first Oride,

that one focuses on specific skills, specific formation and facts, and one

never gets to the overall, the gestalt VOW of whet an author is saying,

on several levels bey the verbal. Poetry is a Joy far those who can
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share, through the poet's words and Wages, or who can re-create in

themselves the sensory realm and the intellectual realm of the author. If

one reads poetry or any great literature as an exercise in vocabulary and

definition, one has missed the whole point. Such persons, and they are

in the vast taajority, do not like to read much, and when they do they

are most likely to be literal in their understanding of what has been said

and wily. It's like believing you are living in the reflection of a TV set;

or believing you are living a human experience by saying wards quietly

to yourself as you look at a book.

We can create conditions for this kind of total immersion called

critical reading if we think about the way almost all of us learned

the most important things in our lives: how to speak our native tongue;

how to feel and express love; how to survive in a threatening and ambiguous

world. All of these universal human lemmings did not come through a

set of prescribed skills, lesson plans, homework or grades--they came

through life expOrience, past words, and through some Joy. Mother

does not (usually) plan lessons for her two year old toddler on which

elements will be taught this week. She talks to her child; she responds

warmly and with Joy and real interest; when she is pleased she =messes it

both verbally and non-Tverbally and sincerely. The child likes language then;

he likes communicating; he is euricus and interested. He develops concepts,

rules, judgements on his own, With little formal instruction and grading.

Yet when he geti to school, especially when we teach him to read and write,

all of that gives way to rigid. cock work and duty, and the fragmentation
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of the entire world of information and experience and feeling.

Clearly a critical reader, of any age or grade level, must add. to

these integrated human elements we have mentioned, must be a certain

kind of person and a certain kind of thinker--and they are intimately related

to each other. I do not mean thinking in the usual sense of following a series

of facts or other information and merely drawing some conclusion from them;

I mean thinking in the organic sense aivach have been speaking. Think**

which knows specific information in several areas and subjects, and

which naturally integrates these facts and information with a blended

awareness of life experience, and feeling. No separation between thought

and feeling and a very pervasive sensitivity to words, people, events--

to the total world in which he finds himself. Classrooms can become such

incubatsits fee critical reading only if the teacher is so sensitised and

willing to lit learning and thinking occur in the global and non-sequential

and non-linear ways so common. Hussar and4rema become part of the

environment, as does music, art (in many of its forms), poetry (not just

in books, but in children expressing all kinds of feelings and thoughts

in their own way).

Perhaps I can give one illustration in the limited time remaining which

bears on the last point and which is directly related to some moans of

stimulating and encouraging some critical reading sensors in students.

Many teachers have always denigrated the use by students of colloquial

or even street talk ...,They have criticised such language usage as in-

44,
x:-"7"..."' "4, -
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appropriate and closed the door. Yet if they would investigate these

expressions they would find, as I have, the most sensitive use of language:

metaphor. I don't mean that everything kids bring into class is necessarily

a great poetic or literary ccitribution, but I do mean, and I do know,

that many disadvantaged children and adolescents are verbal in different ways

from the typical middle class child. They also know the value of non-

verbal behavior and they know how to read people for the true meaning

of what is being dressed up in good grammar.

Look at some of these common expressions of the type I have just

mentioned: "pressed vines"--it's a metaphor. What do you think it

means? Vines--clothing, good; pressed --special, the best. Yes.

Pressed vines means the very best clothing you have. Let's look -at it as

metaphor: vines grow very closely on buildings or fences. Clothes

which fit like vines do would be wisettictlit67-11einte4 on. Vines are a

bit shiny and if they were pressed (which :lightly mixes the basic image)

they would be the most. Why not use this type at metaphor as a beginning

to teaching piety which depends on imagery and metaphor to such a large

extent. Why must metaphor or other literary imagery and device be a

textbook thing? Why can't imagery come from life more directly, which is

what great imagery in literature doe$ anyway.

Words like "bag" which you and I understood to mean an old

unpleasant woman, means you are doing or are involved in the thing

you like--how dull the educetionese for this: aptitude I
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I'm sure you can think of other such expressions. The point is that children

of all ages come to us with a language and feelings about it, all derived

from their lives and we do not use this raw material enough. It can be

a significant part of the critical reading act we've been discussing. Such

imagery can lead to others, and can develop greater sensitivity to seeking

new relationships among objects, textures, people. All of this is part

of the process of cdtical reading and thinking. Add to such sensitivity

and awareness some of the usual skills, in new contexts, and critical

reading becomes a way of life; a perspective.


